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We examine the conditions under which societal conflicts are peacefully processed by competitive
elections when the contending parties can revert to force as an alternative. We show that the
viability of the electoral mechanism depends on the balance of military force, the sharpness of
divisions within a society, and institutions that moderate policies implemented by winners of
elections. For elections to be held and their outcomes to be respected, the probabilities that
they would be won by incumbents must bear an inverse relation to the magnitude of policy
changes resulting from elections. Elections are competitive when their outcomes make some
but not too much difference. Constraining the scope of policy divergence increases the range of
the balance of force under which elections are competitive in divided, but not in homogeneous,
societies. Hence, competitiveness of elections and constitutional constraints on policies – the
norms being promoted as essential for democracies – do not always go together.
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1. Introduction

Elections are a way of processing conflicts. Yet they are just one way, historically rare and recent. During the past two-hundred
years, political power changed hands more frequently by the use of force than through elections. From 1788 when the first election
took place in the United States until 2009 governments around the world changed as a result of 577 coups and 544 elections.1 To
understand why competitive elections are held in some but not in other societies, it is necessary to ascertain what would have
occurred if peaceful order broke down. The possibility that force may be used casts a shadow over elections.2 The type of political
regime that can be maintained depends on counterfactual outcomes of violent confrontations.

The purpose of this analysis is to examine the conditions under which conflicts are peacefully processed by competitive elections
when the contending parties can revert to force as an alternative, the viability of the electoral mechanism under the shadow of force.
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Assume that twopolitical forces are in a repeated conflict over somepolicy: the tax rate, the size ofmilitary budget, the laws regulating
abortion, and the political rights of minorities. At each time they can process the conflict by an election or by fighting, which is
inefficient.Winners of elections pursue policies less favorable to them thanwinners of violent conflicts. Fighting is inefficient because
it is costly. The probability that the current incumbent would win the next election need not be the same as the probability that the
incumbentwould prevail in a violent conflict. Hence, political actors face two lotteries,with different stakes and different probabilities.

Elections, however, are a special kind of a lottery because conflicting parties attempt to influence their probability of winning by
undertaking some actions. In standardmodels of elections these actions are policy platformsproposed to the electorate. Depending on
the assumptions about the objectives of theparties, uncertainty about voters' preferences, and the role of social and partisan identities,
these models generate different conclusions concerning the extent to which party platforms converge in electoral equilibria. We
deviate from this approach, taking the distance between policies implemented by winners and those that would have been pursued
by losers as given. In turn, we allow the incumbents to manipulate elections by other instruments, such as adopting advantageous
electoral rules, controlling the media, extending patronage, or when this is not sufficient, reverting to fraud. The extent of manipula-
tion is constrained only by the possibility that the opposition would refuse to participate or would not acquiesce to the incumbent's
victory. Hence, ours is a model of political, not electoral, competition.

Elections occur in specific social contexts that differ greatly in the intensity of conflicts. Some societies are highly homogeneous,while
others are deeply split by economic, religious, ethnic, or regional cleavages. Hence, the extent ofwhatwe call “political polarization” – the
distance between the ideal policies of the parties – varies across societies. Elections in Luxembourg are not elections in Iraq. Yet the entire
spectrumof conflicting interests need not be at stake in elections. Partiesmaymoderate their stanceswhen competing in elections,while
super-majoritarian institutions, such as bicameralism or executive veto, or anti-majoritarian institutions, such as constitutional courts or
independent central banks, may disable some extreme policies. Hence, while the stakes in elections – the utility difference associated
with their outcomes – depend on the intensity of conflicts, they may be moderated by the political institutions.

Viewing elections as a method of processing conflicts when parties can revert to force leads to the following conclusions3:

(1) As one would expect, no elections are held when one party has an overwhelming military advantage. We do not assume that
parties act as armies. The military force of contending parties depends on the partisan postures of organized bodies that bear
arms: the armed forces, various kinds of police, secret services, frontier guards, and sometimes paramilitarymilitias. These bod-
ies may be highly partisan or purely non-partisan, unwilling to intervene on behalf of either party. The glaringweakness of our
model, and the general approach it implements, is that the partisan postures of the military are taken as a given feature of the
environment.4

(2) When elections are held, incumbentsmanipulate them to the point atwhich the opposition is indifferent betweenparticipating
and fighting. Hence, probabilities of winning elections reflect relations of force: elections are rarely, if ever, “fair.” The opposi-
tion consents to incumbents' manipulation of elections because defeat in a fight would be costly.
In any electoral equilibrium, the chances of the losing party to win the next election must be greater if the current defeat
inflicted on it a larger loss of utility. To maintain peace, winners of elections must give their opponents a chance to recuperate
their losses in the future, sometimes to the point of allowing them to enjoy electoral advantage. Hence, parties should alternate
in office more frequently when more is at stake in the outcomes of particular elections.

(3) Elections are competitive, in the minimal sense that neither party is certain to win, if their outcomes make some but not too
much difference. Given that in our model parties care only about the policy outcomes (following Wittman (1973), not
Downs (1957)), elections are not competitive if their outcome would make no difference whatsoever, as in the median
voter model. When outcomes of elections make little difference, either party can declare the policy that would have resulted
from competition and the other party consents. At the other extreme, if elections were to make too much difference, parties
would rather fight than face the possibility of defeat.

The electoralmechanism ismost robust when the stakes in elections assume a specific value, the present value of the cost of being
dominated by force. This is truewhether a society is little polarized and elections process a large segment of the divisions that are or it
is more polarized but elections process only a small part of the underlying conflict. Societal conflicts and political institutions interact
in a subtleway. In less polarized societies, somepolicy divergence is necessary to induce parties to compete and outcomes of elections
are acceptable whoever wins, because their distance from ideal policies is small for both parties. In more polarized societies, even
outcomes of elections that make little difference would be unacceptable to both parties.

The paper is structured as follows. Because our assumptions concerning the manipulability of elections and the fixed distance
between electoral policies are unorthodox, we devote a separate section to justify them, both theoretically, summarizing some of
the relevant literature, and empirically, showing some facts concerning the history of elections. The subsequent section introduces
the model and it is followed by a presentation of the main results and their implications with some empirical tests using original
data. The model is then applied to conflicts over distribution of income. The final section concludes.
3 For models of conflict management in a dynamic environment see Besley and Persson (2011), Dixit et al. (2000), Ellman and Wantchekon (2000), Grossman
(2004), Hirshleifer (1995), and Powell (1999).

4 While several recent models (Acemoglu et al., 2010; Besley and Robinson, 2010; Svolik, 2012) treat civilian–military relations as a principal–agent problem, in
which civilians pay the military to engage in repression and the military revolt when the civilians do not satisfy their participation constraint, the military intervene
in politics not only on behalf or behest of civilians but also for its own reasons. Rivero (2012) counts that more than one-half of military coups after 1945were directed
against military governments, while one-half of coups were led by officers of lower rank: evidence that coups have something to do with the relations within the
military institutions, not only withmilitary–civilian relations. All we can say is that partisan postures of different repressive apparatuses and the relations among them
are still largely unexplored (but see Davis and Pereira, 2003).
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2. Manipulating elections and choosing platforms

Our argument is based on two assumptions that deviate from the standard view of elections: (1) incumbents have instruments
other than electoral platforms to manipulate their probability of winning elections, and (2) given the extent of political divisions in
a particular society and the political institutions, the contending parties cannot reduce the divergence between policy platforms
below some minimum.5 Hence, in our model the probability that incumbents win elections is the instrument of the incumbent,
while the policy distance between parties is given.

Because these assumptions are not standard, they require justification. The assumption that incumbents canmanipulate the prob-
ability that they would win the next election has recently received widespread attention (Egorov et al., 2011; Little, 2012; Magaloni,
2006; Gandhi et al., 2009; Simpser, 2013; Svolik, 2008; Svolik, 2009). The reason is perhaps that the frequencywithwhich incumbents
win elections is striking. Over the past two-hundred years incumbents won 2315 out of 2949 national-level elections in which the
office of the chief executive was at stake, which gives p = 0.79, and 4:1 odds of winning. It is hard to believe that incumbents
enjoy such an overwhelming advantage just because their policy proposals are more attractive to the electorate (as in spatial models
of electoral competition, see Roemer (2001)), because they have performed sowell in the past (as in accountability models, see Barro
(1973) or Ferejohn (1986)), or because they are better qualified to govern (as in Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita (2008)). As Fig. 1
shows, defeats of incumbents became frequent only during the past thirty years and it is again implausible that this change would be
due to a sudden decline in their popularity.

Incumbents have an advantage because they control all kinds of instruments that influence outcomes of elections. Some use the
state apparatus to repress or spy on their opponents, others mobilize public bureaucracy to act in their partisan support, control or
pressure the media, legally manipulate the rules of competition, obtain electoral resources from special interests in exchange for
favorable policies, expand public spending so as tomake people happierwhen an election approaches, and as the last recourse engage
in fraud.6

The role played by force is revealed by the fact that those rulers who had the military power to grab office by unconstitutional
means also had the power to impose themselves in elections, while those who entered constitutionally had to accept a lower proba-
bility of winning. Estimating probit regressions in which the dependent variable is winning an election shows that the distribution of
these probabilities is bimodal.7 The two peaks clearly reflect the manner in which the incumbent chief executive entered into office:
those who entered constitutionally run reasonably competitive elections, with p of about 0.65, while those who entered by other
means are almost certain to win (Fig. 2).

Given these facts,we feel justified to assume that incumbents can choose the probabilitywithwhich theywouldwin the next elec-
tion. Incumbents choose this probability strategically, asking themselves how many votes they can manipulate or steal without the
opposition reverting to violence, and they implement it using instruments listed above. Participation of parties in elections, peaceful
acquiescence with an electoral defeat, and alternations in office resulting from elections are endogenous outcomes in our model.

The assumption that platforms do not converge below someminimum can be justified already within the standard spatial frame-
work, where proposed policies diverge as long as parties are policy-oriented and there is some uncertainty about the distribution of
voters' preferences (Roemer, 2001). An even stronger justification is provided by the “unified theory of party competition” developed
by Adams et al. (2005). This theory combines the assumption that parties maximize votes or the expected value of policies, an as-
sumption that leads to expect policy convergence, with psychological and sociological assumptions – “the existence and persistence
of strong partisan loyalties [as well as] voting as rooted in class, ethnicity, or other sociodemographic factors” (page 2) –which cause
policies to diverge in equilibria of party competition. Hence, the minimum equilibrium distance between party platforms depends on
the intensity of social and economic cleavages in a society.

Policy outcomes depend, however, not only on party platforms. The relation between party programs and policy outcomes is me-
diated by the entire system of political institutions. Particular institutional systemsmay contain super-majoritarian as well as contra-
majoritarian devices. By blocking the implementation of some programs, such institutions mitigate the effects of electoral victories
and defeats. They reduce the stakes of elections.We are aware that some of our conclusions hinge on the assumption about the rigidity
of the distance betweenparty platforms: if parties couldmove to any position in policy space, inefficient conflictswould never occur in
amodel that assumes full information (Hicks, 1932).8 Yet over the past two hundred years such conflicts have been ubiquitous. Some
countries are unable to establish peaceful order. A few maintain order without holding elections. Many celebrate elections in which
opposition is either not allowed or not given a chance to win. Finally, in some countries elections are peaceful and competitive.
Their relative frequency during the past 200 years is shown in Fig. 3. These are the facts that motivate our analysis.
3. The model

Consider an environment of discrete time and infinite horizon. In each period t=0, 1,…, two parties, j ∈ {L, R}, conflict over some
one dimensional policy x ∈ R. Each party is characterized by an ideal policy xj

∗. Without loss of generality, the mid-point between the
5 The approach also differs from several models of dynamic bargaining, in which p is taken as fixed and thewinner of the current election either unilaterally chooses
the electoral platform (as in Alesina (1988) as well as Dixit et al. (2000), where there is no rebellion alternative).

6 For different “menus of manipulation,” see Posada-Carbó (2000), Mozaffar and Schedler (2002), Lehoucq (2002) and Hyde (2011).
7 Other specifications exhibit the same pattern.
8 As is well known (Jackson and Morelli, 2011), inefficient conflicts can occur if (1) the policy space is discrete, (2) there is uncertainty, or (3) no credible commit-

ments are possible. Our model relies on the first assumption.
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ideal policies is set to 0, so the ideal points of the parties can bewritten as xL∗ =− x∗ and xR
∗ = x∗ N 0. The distance between these ideal

policies, 2x∗, measures the political polarization of a particular society. Utilities depend on the Euclidean distance between the ideal
and the implemented policies. Specifically, when the implemented policy is x, Uj(xj∗, x) = − d(xj∗, x) = − |xj∗ − x|. The parties share
a common discount factor ρ ∈ (0, 1).

At each time one party is the incumbent, I, and the other the opposition, O, indexed by the superscript k. To decide what policy
should be implemented, the incumbent first chooses between holding an election or imposing its ideal policy by force. If the parties
enter an electoral competition, each proposes a policy platform. Just as in standard electoral competition models, the distance
between platforms of the winner and loser in an election may be smaller than that between their ideal positions. The electoral com-
petition, however, need not lead to a complete convergence of platforms. We assume that the incumbent and the opposition are
bound to propose a fixed platform xj = αx∗/2, with α ∈ 0, 2]. The parameter α reflects the extent to which electoral competition or
the institutional features of a political system reduce the distance between policies. When α= 0 policies converge, as in the median
voter theorem. In contrast, whenα=2elections do not have any effect onmoderating party positions. If both parties participate in an
election and the policy is implemented according to the winning platform, the one-period utility of party j is given by:
Fig. 2. P
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The second assumption is that the incumbent can choose the probability of winning an election, pjI. This choice is constrained,
however, by the condition that the opposition be willing to participate, so that it does not imply that incumbents always choose
pj
I = 1 and win.
Instead of holding elections as incumbents or entering electoral competition as opposition, parties may attempt to impose them-

selves by force (“fight”). Each party is characterized by its military power, measured as the probability of winning a fight. Specifically,
the probability that party L defeats party R in a fight is q and themilitary power of R is 1− q. Note that q characterizes party L and does
not dependon the incumbency status.While thewinner of an election implements its electoral platform, thewinner of a fight imposes
its ideal policy. Fights can assume different forms – violent demonstrations, general strikes, mass uprisings, coups, or even civil wars –
but they are inefficient because the loser suffers an additional utility loss in the amount c N 0, which can be interpreted as a non-policy
cost of being dominated by force.9 Hence, the per period utility of the winner of a fight is Uj(xj∗) = 0 while the utility of the loser is
Uj(x¬ j

∗ ) − c = − (2x∗ + c).
Fighting is additionally costly in the sense that it leads to permanent damage to themechanism of elections. If a fight occurs, either

before or after an election, the winner implements its ideal policy and the loser suffers the cost of being dominated by force in every
future period.10 Following a common practice in dynamic models (Fearon, 2011; Powell, 2013), the assumption we make is that any
deviations from the equilibrium strategies must beMarkov. A renegotiation back to the electoral equilibrium is ruled out not only for
simplicity, but also for the intuition that a severe loss commits parties to the peaceful equilibrium. A straightforward algebrawill show
that if a partywould rather fight knowing that the electoralmechanism is to be destroyed forever, then it will not obeywhen the elec-
toral mechanism is to be destroyed for any shorter period. In turn, if a party obeys when the defeat is permanent, it may or may not
obey when the defeat is limited in time. Hence, the assumption is a necessary condition for the existence of electoral equilibrium and
is without loss of generality. In a broader sense, the threat of using force to determine policies does not fluctuate over time as is the
case in the standard approach such as Acemoglu and Robinson (2001). In our paper, though, the commitment problem remains an
obstacle to peace even without the fluctuation of q, because incumbents can still manipulate elections when both parties are already
signed into the peaceful competition. In our view, it is themanipulation combined with aversion to the costly fight that leads to large
incumbency advantage. Our analysis is mainly based on this point.

In sum, elections and violent conflicts constitute two lotteries for processing conflicts of interests, one efficient and the other costly.
9 It does not matter for our results who suffers the costs: winner, loser, or both. In what follows, we will make the assumption that it is the loser because it is more
plausible.
10 One can think of thepayoff function as one that the loser of afight suffers up-front a cost C=∑0

∞ρtc, whichmeans that its actualized per period cost during this time
is c = (1− ρ)C.
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The decisions of parties to enter a peaceful or violent stage of the game are determined by comparisons of the von Neumann–
Morgenstern utilities from these lotteries. If the electoral mechanism is available, at the beginning of any period t the incumbent de-
cideswhether or not to hold an election.11Write this decision as θj ∈ {0, 1}, θj=1 if the incumbent holds the election. If the incumbent
party decides to hold an election, it also chooses pj, the probability of winning an election.12

If the incumbent does not hold an election, the opposition decides whether to acquiesce or fight, ϕj ∈ {0, 1}. When the opposition
does notfight as a response to thedecision of not holding election,ϕj=1, the incumbent simply implements its ideal policy.When the
opposition fights, ϕj = 0, policy is determined as specified above and the loser bears the cost c. If the incumbent decides to hold an
election, implementing pj, the opposition decides whether to enter the election or to fight. We write this decision as ωj ∈ {0, 1},
where ωj = 0 indicates a fight.

The conflict over policy is peacefully settled if both parties participate in elections and the both obey the outcome. Write the
outcome of an election from party j's perspective as ej ∈ {−1, 1}, where ej = 1 means electoral victory. The choice whether to obey
or to rebel following an electoral defeat is represented by aj ∈ {obey, rebel}, {o, r} for short. These decisions are made simultaneously,
so a fight ensues if at least one party plays aj = r.

If the electoral mechanism is available at time t, the stage game can be summarized as follows:

(1) The incumbent j decides whether or not to hold an election: θj ∈ {0, 1}, and pj ∈ [0, 1] when θj = 1.
(2) The opposition ¬ j decides whether to acquiesce or to fight when the incumbent does not hold elections, φj ∈ {0, 1}; and when

the incumbent does hold, whether to enter the election or resist by force: ω¬ j ∈ {0, 1}.
(3) If the incumbent does not hold elections and the opposition acquiesces, the incumbent implements its ideal policy.

(3b) If the opposition rebels, whether an election is to be held or not, a fight ensues.
(4) When the result of election is observed, the parties simultaneously decide whether to obey or rebel. If both parties obey, the

winning platform is implemented, and the game continues as before.

The solution concept isMarkov Equilibrium. The only varying state over time is the incumbency status. q, x∗, and α are all parameters
of the game. Hence, conditional on the incumbency status, the party's equilibrium strategy is stationary. The sequence of strategic inter-
action in each period starts with the decision by the incumbent with regard to the holding of elections and ends with parties' choices of
obeying the electoral result or not. The pairs of strategies {θj∗, pj∗,ωj

∗,ϕj
∗, aj∗} for both parties consist mutually best responses whenever the

electoral mechanism is feasible. An equilibrium clearly exists. The following definitions help to distinguish particular cases of interest.

Definition 1. An equilibrium is peaceful if neither party fights.

A peaceful equilibrium occurs when both parties hold elections as incumbents and obey when lost. An equilibrium can also be
peaceful, however, even if elections are not held. When a party enjoys extremely strong military support, it may simply impose the
ideal policy without incurring any resistance.

Definition 2. An equilibrium is electoral if both parties hold elections and obey.

If a party does not hold elections as the incumbent, it does not enter elections as opposition. This is because a party does not hold
elections if the best possible outcome, which is that it wins, is worse for it than the expected value of fighting. Formally, if θj=0, then
ωj = 0. Hence, an electoral equilibrium must be peaceful. Elections, however, need not be competitive.13

Definition 3. An equilibrium is competitive if 0 b pj
∗ b 1 for both parties.

An equilibrium is considered to be competitive as long as there is a positive, even if very small, probability that the incumbent
loses. This is because as long as pj b 1, alternation in office is certain to occur at some point in the future. This notion of electoral
competitiveness is consistent with the “minimalist conception of democracy,” democracy as a political institution in which
incumbents lose elections and respect the outcome (Przeworski, 1999).

4. Results

4.1. When do parties hold or not hold elections?

While we restrict attention to peaceful electoral equilibria, the value functions corresponding to non-electoral equilibria are nec-
essary to derive the conditions for parties to hold elections. Intuitively, when one party enjoys supports from a predominant military
force, it is unlikely tomake any political compromise. Assume that L is themilitarily strong party and the incumbent. Themaximumof
L's valuewhen holding elections isVI

L θ j ¼ 1;pL ¼ 1;σ�
¬ j

� �
¼ UL xLð Þ

1−ρ , L's value as the incumbentwhen it assures itself of winning, pL=1,
11 To simplify notation, we drop the t subscript in what follows.
12 Note that the subscript j indicates a party, not necessarily the incumbent.When j is the opposition, θj and pj can be interpreted as j's strategy had it been the incum-
bent at time t.
13 Remember that pj = 1 says nothing about the vote margin: pj may equal 1 even when party j is certain to win 50.1 percent of the vote. In general, if vj is the vote
share that party j is certain to obtain and v¬ j is the certain share of party ¬ j, pj = (0.5 − v¬ j)/(1− vj − v¬ j).
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andwhen R acquiesces. On the other hand, theminimum of L's value for not holding elections isVI
L θ j ¼ 0;σ�

¬ j

� �
¼ 1−qð Þ UL x�Rð Þ−c½ �

1−ρ , that

is, its value when R fights. Thus, L attempts to impose its ideal policy as an incumbent (or, prefers to fight in opposition) when
1−qð Þ UL x�Rð Þ−c½ �

1−ρ N UL xLð Þ
1−ρ , or, when qN 1þα=2ð Þx�þc

2x�þc ≡ q� . By symmetry, a militarily strong R prefers fight to any electoral mechanism when

qbq�� ¼ 1−α=2ð Þx�
2x�þc . Hence, a necessary condition for the existence of electoral equilibria is that neither party should enjoy extreme

dominance in military prowess. A summary is provided by Proposition 1.14

Proposition 1. A necessary condition for the existence of electoral equilibria is that q∗∗ ≤ q ≤ q∗, where the two critical values are given by

q� ¼ 1þα=2ð Þx�þc
2x�þc andq�� ¼ 1−α=2ð Þx�

2x�þc . When q N q∗ or q b q∗∗, the partywith strongermilitary support will always seek to impose its ideal policy
rather than hold an election.

4.2. Electoral equilibria

Toestablish a sufficient condition for the existence of electoral equilibria, oneneeds to consider not only theprobability ofwinning,
pj, but also the incentives with regard to holding an election (θj), participating as opposition (ωj), and obeying the result (aj). The
analysis entails three steps. We first derive the conditions for both parties to obey upon having lost an election. We then use the
conditions for obeying ex-post to derive the optimal probabilities of winning pj

∗ for both parties. Finally, by inspecting the values of
pj
∗ for both parties, we derive a series of values of q critical for distinguishing competitive and non-competitive equilibria. To simplify

the notation, the expected value of j in the incumbency status kwhen both parties obey the results of elections, EVjk(aj= o, a¬ j= o), is
written as EVjk. These value functions for L and R are:
14 For
tremem
incumb
winning
are suffi
and suffi
EVI
j ¼ pj U j x j

� �
þ ρEVI

j

h i
þ 1−pj

� �
U j x¬ j

� �
þ ρEVO

j

h i

EVO
j ¼ 1−p¬ j

� �
U j x j

� �
þ ρEVI

j

h i
þ p¬j U j x¬ j

� �
þ ρEVO

j

h i
:

Substituting yields
EVI
j ¼

1−ρð Þpj þ ρ 1−p¬j
� �

�U j xj

� �
þ 1−pj

� �
U jðx¬ j

h �

1−ρð Þ 1−ρpj þ ρ 1−p− j

� �h i

EVO
j ¼

1−ρð Þp¬ j þ ρ 1−pj

� �
�U j x¬ j

� �
þ 1−p¬j
� �

U jðxj

h �

1−ρð Þ 1−ρpj þ ρ 1−p− j

� �h i :
To identify the conditions under which parties hold elections as incumbents and enter when in opposition, it suffices to focus on
the conditions for obeying ex-post when a party lost an election, which respectively for L and R are given by
UL xRð Þ þ ρEVO
L pL;pRð Þ≥ 1−qð Þ UL x�Rð Þ−c½ �

1−ρ
;

UR xLð Þ þ ρEVO
R pL;pRð Þ≥ q UR x�Lð Þ−c½ �

1−ρ
:

ð1Þ
The left hand side expressions of Eq. (1) are the ex post values conditional on losing an election and entering the next stage game
as an opposition. Each incumbent chooses the probability of winning p to make the opposition indifferent between fighting and
accepting the electoral defeat, which implies that both conditions hold with equality. Substituting the utilities, the p's that satisfy
these conditions with equality are given by
p�L ¼ 1þ 1−ρ
ρ

1
c

2q−1−α=2ð Þx� þ qc
� �

; ð2Þ
p�R ¼ 1
ρ
þ 1−ρ

ρ
1
c

1−α=2−2qð Þx�−qc
� �

; ð3Þ
brevity in Proposition 1 we only establish a necessary but not sufficient condition for the existence of the electoral equilibria. When the incumbent enjoys ex-
ilitary support to contain the opposition, the incumbent sticks to the choice of not holding:whenqN 2x�

2x�þc (for L as the incumbent) orwhenqb c
2x�þc (for R as the

ent). But even when c
2x�þc ≤q≤

2x�
2x�þc and the opposition fights as a response to the incumbent's choice of not holding, the incumbent may still prefer fighting to

for sure when its military support is sufficiently high. The critical values of q corresponding to this scenario are q∗ and q∗∗. Whether q∗ and q∗∗, or 2x�
2x�þc and

c
2x�þc,

cient for identifying the electoral equilibria depend on the value of c. Specifically, when c b (1− α/2)x∗, it is the case that q�b 2x�
2x�þc and q�� N c

2x�þc. The necessary
cient condition for the electoral equilibria is q∗∗ ≤ q ≤ q∗. If otherwise, the necessary and sufficient condition for the electoral equilibria is c

2x�þc ≤q≤
2x�

2x�þc.
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implies that pL∗ + pR
∗ N 1 if αx∗ b c/(1 − ρ). Taking the difference EVj

I − EVj
O and substituting the equilibrium values of pj
which

gives
ρ EVI
j−EVO

j

� �
¼

ρ p�j þ p�¬ j−1
� �

1−ρ p�j þ p�¬ j−1
� �αx� ¼ c

1−ρ
−αx�;

ivalently,

αx� þ ρ EVI
j−EVO

j

� �
¼ c

1−ρ
: ð4Þ
The expression αx∗ + ρ(EVjI − EVj
O) represents the present value of the difference betweenwinning and losing an election: αx∗ is

the utility differencemade by the outcome of the current election, while ρ(EVjI − EVj
O) is the continuation value of the difference be-

tween holding the next election as the incumbent and entering the election as the opposition. In turn, c/(1− ρ) is the present value of
conflict. Thus, in any electoral equilibrium, each party's total utility difference associatedwith the outcome of electionsmust equal the
efficiency gain due to not fighting. The reason is thatwhen the electoral equilibrium is peaceful each incumbent chooses pj thatmakes
the opposition indifferent between obeying and rebelling. Ifαx∗+ ρ(EVjI− EVj

O) b c/(1− ρ), at least one of the incumbentswould not
have used its advantage fully, so this cannot be an equilibrium. If αx∗+ ρ(EVjI− EVj

O) N c/(1− ρ), the participation constraints would
have been violated for at least one party in opposition, so the equilibrium cannot be electoral.

Proposition 2. In any peaceful electoral equilibrium it must be the case that αx∗ + ρ(EVjI − EVj
O) = c/(1− ρ): the stakes in the present

and future elections equal the total cost of fighting. EVjI ≥ EVj
O ⇔ pj

∗ ≥ 1 − p¬ j
∗ ⇔ αx∗ ≤ c/(1− ρ).

Intuitively, competing in elections makes sense only if the incumbency status gives parties a higher expected value than being
opposition in an electoral equilibrium. The second equivalence says that in any electoral equilibrium the incumbent can choose a
higher probability of winning than would be given to it by the opposition only if the utility difference between winning and losing
a single election is not larger than the loss from fighting.

The constraint facing any incumbentwhowants to maintain the electoralmechanism is given by Eq. (4). Note that the right-hand
side of Eq. (4) is constant. When αx∗ is large, a peaceful equilibrium can bemaintained only if the winner of the current election has a
low incumbency advantage. If a party just won an election that inflicted a large utility loss on the loser, the only way the loser can be
induced to obey is by having a high probability of winning the subsequent election and recuperating this utility loss.15 This result is
given by the following corollary.

Corollary 1. In any competitive equilibrium, the probability of a peaceful partisan alternation in office increases when the outcomes of
particular elections make more difference (larger α).

Proof. Inspecting Eqs. (2) and (3) obtains that
∂p�j
∂α N0. ■

The second implication is that for peace to prevail the electoral chancesmust reflect themilitary force.When incumbents prefer to
be peacefully elected rather than to confront violent conflicts, they still use the threat of using their military power to push the oppo-
sition to indifference between obeying and fighting. As a result, the probabilities that theywouldwin elections reflect their chances to
prevail by force.

Corollary 2. When elections are held, the probabilities of winning for incumbents increase in their military power.

Proof. Inspecting the expressions for pj∗ shows that dpL∗/dq N 0 and dpR
∗/dq b 0. ■

Peaceful elections are only exceptionally “fair” in the sense that pj∗ = 0.5. Both parties run perfectly fair elections only when they
have equal military force and when the stake in the outcome of elections is the entire distance between the ideal positions of the
parties. Yet even when military force is perfectly balanced, incumbents exploit their advantage whenever stakes in elections are
lower than those in violent conflicts. The opposition consents to incumbents' manipulation of elections because as stakes in elections
decline it has less to lose, while fighting is costly.
xample is offered by post-communist Poland. The stakes in elections were high because they entailed privatization of state enterprises and deregulation of the
arket, both of which the Right advocated and the former Communists opposed. The Right won the first free parliamentary election in 1991 but was defeated in
ly to return to office in 1997.
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4.3. When are elections competitive?

Not all electoral equilibria are competitive. The critical values for competitive elections are implied by 0 b pL
∗ b 1 and 0 b pR

∗ b 1.
Using Eqs. (2) and (3), parties expose themselves to the possibility of defeat when
16 Spa
bottom’
ilarly in
which m
Venezu
17 q′ is
p�L b 1 if q b
1þ α=2ð Þx�
2x� þ c

≡ q0; ð5Þ
p�R b 1 if q N
1−α=2ð Þx� þ c

2x� þ cð Þ ≡ q″: ð6Þ
At the other extreme, the incumbent may simply abdicate, adopting pj
∗ =0, as in the case of Germany in 1933 and France in 1940

(Ermakoff, 2008).
p�LN0 if qN
1þ α=2ð Þx�
2x� þ c

−
ρ

1−ρ
c

2x� þ c
≡ q∧; ð7Þ
p�RN0 if q b
1−α=2ð Þx�
2x� þ c

þ 1
1−ρ

c
2x� þ c

≡ q∧∧: ð8Þ
We now have four critical values. Note that elections can be competitive only if q′ N q″ or q∧∧ N q∧. Inspecting these critical values
shows that these conditions are respectively equivalent to αx∗ N c and αx�b 1þρ

1−ρ c.

When c b αx�b c
1−ρ, competitive elections occur in the range q ∈ (q″, q′). If c

1−ρ b αx�b 1þρð Þc
1−ρ , competitive elections take place in the

range q∈ (q∧, q∧∧). Note thatwhenαx�N c
1−ρ, it is the case that EVj

I b EVj
O and pj

∗ b 1− p¬ j
∗ . Paradoxically, the parties appear to “compete

to lose.” This occurs when outcomes of electionsmake a big difference, larger than the inefficiency cost of fighting, so the loser would
fight unless the current incumbent induces it to obey by making it likely that it would be able to recuperate its electoral loss in the
future. The historical examples are provided by the practice of “rotativismo,” periods in which parties rotated in office in alternate
elections.16 The result is summarized by the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Competitive elections exist only if c bαx�b 1þρ
1−ρ c. The range of q consistent with competitive elections is (q′′, q′) when

αx�b c
1−ρ , and (q∧, q∧ ∧) when αx�N c

1−ρ.

It is clear that for each case in Proposition 3, the threshold values q′ and q∧∧ are bounded away from q∗.17 Inspecting the value func-
tions for the opposition, EVjO, shows that the militarily weak party prefers the certainty of losing an election to fighting. At the same
time, the militarily strong party opts for elections with certainty to win when q b q∗ (Proposition 1). Hence, the range (q′, q∗) and its
mirror accommodate non-competitive elections. The next proposition summarizes all parameter conditions for non-competitive
elections.

Proposition 4. A non-competitive electoral equilibrium exists for a certain set of q. When αx�b c
1−ρ, the range of q consistent with non-

competitive elections are (q′, q∗) and (q∗∗, q′′); when αx�N c
1−ρ , that range is (q

∧∧, q∗) and (q∗∗, q∧).

The range of the balance of physical force under which elections are competitive provides a measure of the robustness of electoral
mechanism given the intensity of conflicts in a particular society, x∗, and the extent to which these conflicts are reflected in elections,
α. Let ||Q|| be the length of the range q consistent with competitive elections.
jjQ jj ¼
q0−q″ ¼ αx�−c

2x� þ c
if c b ax�b

c
1−ρ

q∧∧−q∧ ¼ 1þ ρð Þc= 1−ρð Þ−αx�

2x� þ c
if

c
1−ρ

b ax�b
1þ ρ
1−ρ

c

8>><
>>:
As Fig. 4 shows, the range of relations of military force under which this mechanism works depends on social and political condi-
tions underwhich elections take place.Whatmatters for the robustness of the electoralmechanism is howmuch is entailed in the out-
comes of elections, αx∗, “the electoral stakes.” Consider one extreme: the eighteenth century utopia of a society that is “harmonious” in
the sense that everyonewants the same policy to prevail (x∗=0), a society characterized by a perfect consensus (Przeworski, 2010). In
such a society there is no reason for elections to be competitive and or even to hold them: it makes no difference whomakes decisions
in between 1881 and 1917 is a classical example: “The electorate did not elect Parliament, and it did not elect the government. The systemworked ‘from top to
: the king named his head of government, who convoked elections, which had, of necessity, to bestow a large majority on his party” Garrido (1998, 218). Sim-
Portugal between 1851 and 1906, “Elections usually occurred after a change of government, not before, and were then won by the incoming administration
anipulated the patronage of the party bosses among the provincial electors” (Birmingham, 2003, 132). Such periods also occurred in Bulgaria, Romania,

ela, and Columbia.
straightforward. When the threshold value of q is given by q∧∧, it follows that q∧∧ b q∗ as long as αx� N ρc

1−ρ, which is the case since αx� N c
1−ρ.



Fig. 4. Range of q under which the equilibrium is electoral and competitive.Note: The figure is drawn for ρ=0.8 and c=0.2. ||Q|| = q ′− q″when αx∗ b c/(1− ρ) and
||Q|| = q∧∧ − q∧ when c/(1 − ρ) b αx∗ b c(1 + ρ)/(1 − ρ). The turning point in each curve is the point αx∗ = c/(1− ρ).
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and by which procedures. In fact, ||Q|| converges to 0 as αx∗ becomes sufficiently close to the cost of fighting, c. In this case the range
[q∗∗, q∗] accommodates a peaceful electoral equilibrium without party alternation: whoever coming into power wins the subsequent
elections with probability one. Institutional constraints on the choice of executives neutralize the pressure for alternation. At the
other extreme, however, if a society is deeply divided by ethnicity, religion, or income, outcomes realizing these interests in full are
not tolerable. This corresponds to the case when αx�N c

1−ρ, the range ||Q|| for competitive elections decreases in α. When the policy
preferences are extremely partisan, electoral platforms have to be constrained by non-majoritarian institutions in order for peaceful
alternation through elections to be viable.18

Hence, elections are competitive when something is at stake in their outcomes but not too much is at stake. The electoral
mechanism is most robust when the stakes in elections assume a specific value, which is c/(1− ρ). This is true whether a society is
little polarized and elections process a large segment of the divisions or because it is more polarized but either the logic of electoral
competition pushes the parties to the center or some non-majoritarian institutions disable extreme policies.

Yet the range of relativemilitary strength underwhich elections are competitive iswider inmore homogeneous societies inwhich
elections process a large part of the existing divisions than in more polarized societies in which policies converge. Societal conflicts
and political institutions interact is a subtle way. In less polarized societies, some policy divergence is necessary to induce parties to
compete and outcomes of elections are acceptable whoever wins because their distance from ideal policies, xj∗ − x¬ j, is small. In
more polarized societies, outcomes of elections that make a big difference are unacceptable to the loser because xj

∗ − x¬ j is large.
And when polarization is profound, even elections that make no difference may not be feasible.

5. An application to distributive conflicts

While in some societies the main cleavage lines are constituted by religion, ethnicity, or region, all societies face conflicts over
distribution of income. To illustrate the results of the model in a concrete setting, the question in this section is howmuch redistrib-
utive conflict is compatiblewith competitive elections in societies differing in per capita income and its distribution. Hence, the policy
x concerns redistribution of income.19

The rate of redistribution, τ, is implicitly defined by
18 For
conflicts
Phongp
19 The
rich wo
20 Not
membe
21 θw
intuition
are alm
yN
j ¼ 1−τð ÞyM

j þ τy; ð9Þ
where yjN is the post-fisc (“net”) income of a representative supporter of party j, yjM is the pre-redistribution (“market”) income and y
is average income. Party L represents individuals with incomes below the median, party R those with incomes above the median.20

The distribution of pre-fisc incomes is fixed, with yL
M = θy, yRM = (2− θ)y, 0 b θ ≤ 1.21 Hence, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as
yN
j ¼ 1−τð Þθ j þ τ

h i
y ¼ θ j þ τ 1−θ j

� �h i
y: ð10Þ
example, in Thailand the twomajor parties (currently the Pheu Thai Party and the Democrat Party) represent an urban–rural cleavage of enormous distributive
. The constitutional monarch played an important role in mediating partisan conflicts and maintaining a relatively peaceful and democratic order (Baker and
aichit, 2005).
onlymodel of redistribution under the threat of forcewe could find is Leon (2014), where left-wing governments redistribute to prevent the possibility that the
uld use their resources to buy off the military in the future. The postures of the military are exogenous in this model, as they are in ours.
e that the self-sorting of individuals with different incomes into parties may occur endogenously in the electoral equilibrium, as in Roemer (2001) “average-
r Nash equilibrium.” The same occurs in the model of Dixit and Londregan (1995).
as calculated by summing income shares of the bottom five deciles fromWDI and two bottom quintiles plus half themiddle quintile fromUN-WIDER. To get an
of the numbers, note that according toWDI (WorldBankGroup, 2014), θ varies from0.12 to 0.74,with themean of 0.46. Thenumbers fromUNU-Wider (2014)

ost identical: the range is from 0.08 to 0.80 with the mean of 0.48.
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The ideal policy of the Right is τR∗ = 0 and of the Left τL∗ = 1. The mid-point between the ideal policies is 0.5 and party policies
are
22 Giv
dGM N 0
23 Thr
24 Prze
2014). H
τL ¼ 0:5 1þ α
2

� �
and
τR ¼ 0:5 1−
α
2

� �
:

Translating this example back to the generalmodel, the stake entailed in particular elections is αx∗=|τL− τR|(1− θ)y, where α=
|τL − τR| is the proportion of the underlying conflict that is processed by an election and x∗ = (1− θ)y, the amount of income which
would need to be redistributed to reach perfect income equality, is the intensity of the conflict (“polarization”). Now, it can be
shown that the τ implied in Eq. (9) is τ = (GM − GN)/GM, where GM is the Gini coefficient of gross market and GN of net incomes.
Hence, |τL − τR| = |GR

N − GL
N|/GM. In turn, for any distribution of income, 1 − θ ∝ GM.22 Hence, αx∗ ∝ |GR

N − GL
N|, the difference in the

Gini coefficients of net income times the average income.
Applying the general model to income redistribution generates two testable hypotheses.
Proposition 2 suggests that the larger are the stakes in a particular election, the smaller should be the probability that the

incumbent wins the subsequent elections. Hence,

Hypothesis 1. The larger is the differences caused by the outcome on an election, αx∗ ∝ |(GR
N − GL

N)|, the smaller should be the number of
electoral periods the winner survives in office.

Testable implications of Proposition 3 are less direct. Letting U(yN) = yN and substituting in the respective utilities shows that the
width of the interval in which they are competitive is
jjQ 0jj ¼ αx�−c=y
x� þ c=y

¼ jτL−τj 1−θð Þy−c
1−θð Þyþ c

; ð11Þ
This interval increases in per capita income, y, and the degree of inequality, 1− θ. The result with regard to income is consistent
with Przeworski (2005) and Benhabib and Przeworski (2006), who use a more general form of utility function. It is also consistent
withmassive evidence, originatingwith Lipset (1959), that democracies aremore frequent inmore developed societies. The intuition
for the effect of inequality is that in equal societies too little is at stake to be decided by elections. In the light of Proposition 3,
elections are not competitive unless c=y

1−θbjτL−τRjb 1
1−ρ

c=y
1−θ. Hence, holding c/y constant, to satisfy the upper bound, as inequality

(or “polarization”), measured by 1 − θ (or the Gini coefficient of market incomes), increases, elections remain competitive only if
the proportion of the underlying conflict that is processed by elections, α = |τL − τR|, declines. Hence, we get

Hypothesis 2. When elections are competitive, the difference between party platforms, α= |τL− τR|, is negatively correlatedwith the Gini
coefficient of market incomes.

The data for Gini coefficients of market and net incomes as well as for the rates of redistribution are available from the Standard-
izedWorld IncomeDatabase (SWIID, 2013),which provides 100 imputations for each of these series for each year, covering 147 coun-
tries between 1960 and 2012.23 While all data bases concerning income distributions suffer from multiple problems (Atkinson and
Bartolini, 2001), the SWIID data are most extensive and they appear reasonably reliable.24 To assess the stakes in particular elections,
in turn, we need to average the inequality series for the durations of particular partisan government, for which we use the Political
Institutions and Political Events Dataset (PIPE) (Przeworski, 2014), which provides information about national-level elections in
which the office of the chief executive was at stake, as well as about outcomes of these elections.

The problemwe still face, however, is that we observe only the actual rates of redistributions, τ, and the actual Gini coefficients of
net incomes, GN, but not party platforms. Hence, to bring the model to the data, we must rely on additional assumptions. A weak as-
sumption is that a party that was defeated in an election would have pursued the same policies had it continued in office, so that we
can use the average rates of redistribution that were pursued by the defeated incumbent as a proxy for its current platform and treat
the observed difference between the average rates of two successive partisan governments as the distance between platforms. Hence,
if s=0, 1, 2,… indexes successive continuous periods of partisan governments in office (“spells”), αs= |τs− τs − 1|, where the τ's are
averages for the particular spells. The cost of relying on this assumption, however, is that there are relatively few instances in which
partisan alternations in office occurred for which the economic data are available: we end with only 171 observations. A stronger as-
sumption is that a higher τ reflects a larger distance between platforms. In principle there is no reason party platforms would not
move in the same direction regardless of the rate of redistribution that would be actually implemented by the victorious party
en any continuous distribution of income, θ= E(yi|yi b yM), where yM is the median income. Hence, inequality as measured by 1− θ increases in GM, d(1− θ)/
. The functional form, however, depends on the distribution.
oughout we use themean of each of the 100 imputations for each year. Indonesia is an outlier in all the series and the numbers are not believable, sowe drop it.
worski (2014) compared inequality series from SWIID, with those from UN-WIDER, “top incomes” of Alvaredo et al. (2014), and WDI (World Bank Group,
e found that the data from SWIID are closely related to those from UN-WIDER and top incomes, but WDI differs from the other sources.
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(as in standard models of electoral competition). Yet the stronger assumption is buttressed by the fact that in these 171 observations
larger differences between the rates implemented by successive governments are associated with higher average rates of redistribu-
tion of the incoming government (β = 0.94, t = 3.14, p = 0.002).

To test Hypothesis 1, we use the strong assumption and estimate by OLS
25 Reg
qualitat
26 Und
ever, th
27 Usin
study h
28 For
sults. Th
Tit ¼ α þ βjðGM−GNÞjit þ eit ;
where Tit is the number of consecutive elections won by the incumbent i elected for the first time at t and |GM − GN|it is the average
absolute difference between Gini coefficients ofmarket and net incomes during the tenure in office of this incumbent. Fig. 5 shows the
effect of thus measured electoral stakes on the number of electoral periods a party survives in office.25

Thus, with the caveat about the assumption needed to connect the model to the data, Corollary 1 defends itself well.26 The impli-
cations are that parties that redistribute less have longer tenures in office, that parties that redistributemore lose elections sooner, and
that in the end one should not expect that over time elections would generate much redistribution.

To test Hypothesis 2, we use the weak assumption discussed above.27 We estimate by OLS
αs ¼ α þ βGM
s−1 þ es
whereα s=|τs− τs− 1|, τs, τs− 1 are the average rates of redistribution implemented by pairs of successive partisan governments, and
Gs − 1
M is the Gini coefficient of market incomes during the last year of the outgoing government. Fig. 6 shows that when elections are

competitive28 thus measured divergence between redistributive platforms does decrease in the inequality of market incomes.
As predicted, when elections are competitive the proportion of the underlying conflict that is processed by competitive elections

decreases in the extent of polarization.
These tests are not exacting and are subject to several caveats but they do provide prima facie evidence in favor of the two central

results of themodel: (1) higher stakes in particular elections are followed by shorter tenures of incumbents, and (2) conflicts are proc-
essed by competitive elections if elections process a larger part of political divisions in homogeneous than in heterogeneous societies.

6. Conclusions

The two central lessons from viewing elections under the shadow of force are that (1) when the outcomes of electionsmakemore
difference, alternation in office through elections must be more frequent for the electoral mechanism to be viable, and (2) elections
are competitive when something is at stake in their outcomes but not too much is at stake.

A normative implication of the first result is that all good things do not go together. On the one hand, one aspect of elections that is
generally viewed as desirable is that incumbents should not enjoy excessive advantage, that elections should be “fair,” “genuine,”
ression with fixed effects yields β = −0.16, with a 95% confidence interval [−0.19,− 0.13]. The results using the number of consecutive years in office are
ively the same.
er the weak assumption, the slope is weakly positive until the difference between platforms reaches about 0.15 and then turns negative. With N= 171, how-
e standard errors are so large that nothing much can be read from the data.
g the strong assumption, that is, the actually observed rates of redistribution, would be equivalent to regressing redistribution on inequality, while we need to
ow platform divergence changes with inequality.
competitive elections we use the regime classification of Cheibub et al. (2010). Using the presence of opposition, from Przeworski (2014) generates similar re-
ere are 6 observations in which there was no opposition in the preceding election, which is why N = 165.
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or “democratic,” to use the language of election monitoring agencies.29 In terms of our model, this norm implies that incumbents'
probabilities of winning should be relatively low, close to 0.5. On the other hand, a widely promoted feature of political institutions
is that thewinners of elections should be subject to constitutional constraints: “constraints on the chief executive,” coded by the Polity
data set, is extensively used to assess security of property rights (Acemoglu, 2003; Easterly, 2007; Hall and Jones, 1999; Kaufmann
et al., 1999; Rodrik et al., 2004). Ever since North (1973) seminal book, “rule of law,” understood as a constraint on majority rule,30

is seen as promoting security of property rights, thus investment and growth (Acemoglu, 2003; North, 1981; North and Weingast,
1989). This constraint is implementedmainly by constitutional courts but also by independent central banks, independent regulatory
agencies, and less obvious super-majoritarian devices, such as bicameralism or executive veto. Translated into the language of our
model, this norm implies that the stakes entailed in the outcomes of elections should be low.

These two norms cannot be simultaneously satisfied. In any peaceful electoral equilibrium the probabilities with which incum-
bentswin elections bear an inverse relation to theutility differencemade by their outcomes. If electionsmake little difference, because
constitutional constraints are tight, the incumbent party can dominate without meeting resistance by the opposition, which forfeits
little losing elections but would bear costs being defeated in a violent conflict. Hence, tight constitutional constraints go together
with “electoral authoritarianism” (Levitsky andWay, 2002): long periods in which elections are contested but the same party always
wins. During the past two hundred years, there were 19 countries in which the same party prevailed in contested elections during at
least 40 consecutive years, with Luxembourg between 1848 and 1974 the record holder. Conversely, the probabilities of incumbents'
winning must be low when outcomes of elections make a significant difference: if the winner of such elections wants to maintain
peace, it must induce the loser to remainwithin the electoral game by giving it a chance to recuperate some of the losses in the future.
Hence, peaceful alternation in office through elections should be more frequent in countries that have weaker constitutional
constraints.

The second result says that elections are competitive if their outcomes matter enough to induce parties to compete, rather than
just acquiesce to incumbent's policy. Thus, in relatively homogeneous societies constitutional constraints are counter-productive.
Yet in more divided societies such constraints make electoral outcomes acceptable to the loser where more extreme outcomes
would not be. Hence, the effect of constitutional constraints on the robustness of the competitive mechanism depends on the extent
of the political polarization of a particular society. The institutions that promote democracy are not the same in different societies.
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